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A dozen years ago we received the opportunity of a
lifetime: the chance to transform a gridlocked concrete
jungle that people passed through en route to the Holland
Tunnel into an economically, environmentally, and socially
sustainable neighborhood.
Since 2009, we’ve been hard at work—redeveloping
streets, sidewalks, and open spaces into world-class urban
oases. We filled the neighborhood with public art, supported
our businesses, and fostered a sense of community. Today
Hudson Square is a place for people with a public realm that
reflects the creativity happening inside the buildings.
Now, as we step down, Hudson Square is well-positioned
for the next generation of leadership who will take the
reins at an exciting time, as the neighborhood’s business
and residential boom amplifies. While we did not factor
a global pandemic into our plans for the neighborhood’s
redevelopment, it turns out that much of our work over the
past 12 years has positioned Hudson Square to meet this
moment and thrive in a post-pandemic world.
The strong connections we have made with property
managers and business owners have allowed us to address
our stakeholders’ needs amid the crisis. Our improvements
to streets, sidewalks, parks, and plazas have created safer
and more enjoyable open spaces for all. The more than
400 trees we have planted and nurtured—an unparalleled
environmental effort—beautify the neighborhood, improve
air quality, and lower temperatures.
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Ellen Baer
President and CEO

Liz Neumark
Board Chair

Ellen was appointed as
Hudson Square BID’s first
President and CEO in 2009.

Liz was a founding Hudson Square
BID board member and served on
the board in various roles. She was
appointed chair in 2016.

$11K

Linear Feet of New
Benches Installed
on Hudson Street

Winterization Grants
Issued to Seven
Neighborhood Restaurants

400+

278

Trees Planted and
Retrofitted to Date

Neighborhood Bike Parking
Spots Bringing the Total to
44 Neighborhood-wide

$500K
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Recovery Fund for
Ground Floor Retailers
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and Maintained

Maintenance
Cases Logged

$22MM
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While COVID-19 took a toll on places like Hudson Square,
where retailers depend on office-workers for business, the
good news is that foot traffic is increasing, and new ground
floor uses are replacing some of those we’ve lost. HSBID
remains firmly committed to our $500,000 recovery plan
created to help ground floor businesses and to ensure that
Hudson Square is the place office workers want to return to.
While meeting today’s challenges, we’ve kept our
eyes on tomorrow, laying the groundwork for the future.
Incorporating lessons learned during the pandemic, in 2021
we finalized our second streetscape plan Hudson Square:
New Connections (see page 15). The plan revolves around
three game-changing streetscape projects that will bring
the neighborhood even closer to the vision that has inspired
our work since 2009.
As proud as we are of Hudson Square’s evolution over
the last 12 years, we are even more excited about what
the future holds. We are grateful to our talented team, our
dedicated board of directors, and all of the stakeholders
who infuse Hudson Square with the energy that makes this
such a vibrant place to live, work, and play.

375
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Reimagining
Our Public Realm
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Recovery Fund for
Ground Floor Retailers

Parklets

Reimagining
Our Public Realm

$500K

When the pandemic hit, we marshaled resources
to meet stakeholders’ evolving needs. During
this period of significantly reduced pedestrian
activity, we temporarily suspended our Pedestrian
Safety Managers program and used the savings to
assist ground-floor retailers through our $500,000
recovery fund.
The fund had an immediate impact, enabling
us to build curbside dining infrastructure—called
parklets—for a dozen neighborhood restaurants,
with planters, furniture, and umbrellas in adjacent
roadbeds. Each parklet is custom designed with
colorful graphics and artistic flare, reinforcing
Hudson Square’s creative identity. As of 2021, 10
of these Hudson Square branded parklets were in
operation and we continue to maintain them with
touch-ups, seasonal plantings, and holiday lights.
In response to COVID-19’s continued preclusion
of indoor dining, we responded with “winterization
grants”, up to $2,000 apiece, for Hudson Square
food-and beverage establishments to help
cover the costs of retrofitting their parklets with
heaters and insulation. Issuing a total of $11,000 in
grants, we helped seven restaurants stay afloat by
continuing to serve customers outside.

In July 2021 we partnered with the Urban Design
Forum and Hudson Square Properties to unveil
Restorative Ground, an eagerly anticipated public
art installation by WIP Collaborative. Located
on King Street between Hudson and Greenwich
Streets, where we manage one of the NYC
Department of Transportation three Open Streets
in the neighborhood, the interactive installation
reimagines the streetscape with a multi-faceted
platform for public interaction and gathering.
The project’s modular sections are created from
colorful and durable materials, like recycled rubber
and AstroTurf.
Restorative Ground was selected from among
53 entries in the Care for Hudson Square design
competition in 2020, by a jury that included BID
president Ellen Baer. In addition to being the
latest example of public art projects that have
come to define Hudson Square, the placemaking
installation is a vital outdoor space for lounging,
working, and playing as our community emerges
from the pandemic.

Restorative
Ground
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In 2021 we hired landscape design firm MNLA
to upgrade Freeman Plaza East, enhancing the
experience of visitors to this small oasis flanking
the Holland Tunnel entrance. The project includes:
 L
 ush plantings that provide natural buffers to the
sights and sounds of traffic

Linear Feet of New
Benches Installed
on Hudson Street

278
Neighborhood Bike
Parking Spots

Before

Reimagining
Our Public Realm

Freeman
Plaza

375

In July, we unveiled phase one of our streetscape
redesign for Hudson Street, the final project in our
$27 million streetscape plan, Hudson Square Is Now.
The completed first phase of this public-private
design-build has transformed the Hudson Street
corridor from West Houston Street to Spring Street
into a grand boulevard, increasing connectivity
throughout the neighborhood and creating an
enjoyable outdoor experience for employees,
residents, and visitors. The makeover, which also
enhances safety for pedestrians, bicyclists, and
drivers, features:
 Design elements consistent with our 2018
reimagining of Spring Street Park
 375 linear feet of new benches

 I slands of decking made from recycled materials
that can be used for social distancing

 Additional trees, shrubs, and perennial plantings

 New seating and table furnishings

 Permeable pavers to maximize stormwater capture

 Accessible pathways that improve walkability

 Wider sidewalks

 Free Wi-Fi access to facilitate outdoor working

 New pedestrian ramps

Completed in time for the anticipated return of
thousands of office workers, the improvements
follow our makeover of Freeman Plaza West in
2018 and our modifications to promote social
distancing across both plazas in 2020. We hope
2022 brings a return to normal, allows the return
of our popular summer exercise classes and
concerts in the east and west plazas.

 Protected bike lanes to enhance safety
for bicyclists
 21 additional bike racks, bringing the
neighborhood-wide total to 44

After

Although the project was slowed down by a COVID19-related pause on capital projects, we’re back on
track. Construction on the project’s second phase,
which takes many of the same improvements all
the way to Canal Street, will conclude in the Spring
of 2022. Throughout the ongoing construction, we
have continued to update community stakeholders
with regular outreach, including monthly newsletters
and personal check-ins. We also continue to
coordinate our Hudson Street construction
activities with the public realm recovery plan and
private developments such as Disney.

Hudson
Street
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Bringing
Joy and Safety to
Our Streets
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400+
Trees Planted and/or
Retrofitted to Date

Bringing
Joy and Safety to
Our Streets

Hudson Square
Standard

In 2013, our award-winning Hudson Square
Standard (HSS) program set the bar for urban
forestry by reimagining the potential for street
tree-planting. Since then, we have pushed that
bar even higher. Using HSS’s expanded tree
pits, distinctive tree guards, adjacent permeable
paving, and structural soil, in FY21 we planted
or retrofitted 88 more trees, bringing the
neighborhood-wide total to more than 400. We
are now entering our last phase of tree planting.
When completed, HSS trees will grow on every
block possible in Hudson Square.
Adding to the program’s long list of
recognitions, the coalition group “Forest for All
NYC” highlighted HSS as a model program in
its 2021 NYC Urban Forest Agenda, a first-ofits-kind report that provides a roadmap for New
York City’s urban forest.
Our trees provide significant environmental
and health benefits—and now we are helping
to pioneer a new approach to measuring
their annual impact. We recently executed an
agreement with the tech start-up Temboo to pilot
their cloud-based service that uses sensors to
measure stormwater, allowing us to assess our
trees’ positive effects. We have installed three
sensors around the district and are eager to see
the data and analysis that Temboo provides.

75
Planters Installed
Outside Local
Food and Beverage
Establishments

Horticultural
Services
Throughout the pandemic, we have continued
delivering our horticultural and landscaping services
without interruption. We removed litter from tree
pits, installed seasonal plantings, supported tree
health with regular watering, pruning, and fertilizing,
and informed the City when trees needed to be
replaced. We brought these services—including 47
of our new or retrofitted Hudson Square Standard
trees—to an expanded footprint.
Our horticulture services not only beautify the
neighborhood, but they also support commerce
and pedestrian safety. In the past year, to facilitate
and enliven outdoor dining through the City’s
Open Restaurants program, we installed and
maintained 75 planters outside local food and
beverage establishments. Additionally, we installed
five new planters on pedestrian and traffic islands
on North Varick Street.
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Maintenance
Cases Logged

General
Operations and
Maintenance

Bringing
Joy and Safety to
Our Streets

153 700
Trash Bags
Collected
Per Month

Despite the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, our
maintenance team has not missed a beat. In fact, when
the City cut its sanitation services and trash began
to pile up, we expanded our maintenance footprint
to fill the service gap and keep our streets clean and
inviting. We deployed a “clean ambassador,” a new
position funded by savings from the suspension of our
Pedestrian Safety Managers program, who collected an
average of 700 full trash bags per month. Our team also
removed graffiti from more than 160 public fixtures—
including traffic poles, lamp posts, fire hydrants,
mailboxes, and tree guards—and repainted them.
Using our robust Salesforce data collection and
organization platform, we logged 153 maintenance
cases in FY21, with a 93% closure rate. We continued
to expand our use of Salesforce’s mapping
capabilities, building upon the map-based reporting
feature we created last year, so that we could better
identify clusters of cases and deploy our resources to
problem areas.
Our maintenance team was also a critical part of
our pandemic recovery efforts, managing our three
Open Streets (on King Street, Little Sixth Avenue,
and Dominick Street), and installing, maintaining, and
winterizing outdoor dining parklets for 10 restaurants.
As the ever-present “eyes and ears” of the
neighborhood, we reported on-the-ground issues to
our City-agency partners and worked collaboratively to
address them. As a result, the City was able to clean up
illegal trash dumping sites and ensure the provision of
outreach services to unhoused individuals, among other
positive outcomes.
Hudson Square BID maintenance team member
Robert Awuah was deservedly honored during the
City’s Hometown Heroes Ticker Tape Parade through
the Canyon of Heroes in July. Robert—along with
fellow staff members Issa Nombre and Mamadou Tall—
have worked tirelessly to ensure our neighborhood
meets the BID’s high standard for cleanliness, beauty,
and safety.

Traffic and
Pedestrian
Safety

The Holland Tunnel entrance and its evening peak
traffic are a fact of life in Hudson Square. While
we can’t do anything about the presence of a
regional transportation facility in our neighborhood,
we can—and do—make every effort to assure
that Jersey-bound traffic has as little impact as
possible on pedestrian safety and sanity. During
the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, Hudson
Square’s pedestrian traffic fell by 93 percent. As
a result, because pedestrians and office workers
are the intended beneficiaries of the program,
we suspended our Pedestrian Safety Managers
program for almost a year and a half and redirected
those funds toward other priorities. While vehicle
traffic is almost back to pre-pandemic levels,
foot traffic is only about 25% of what it was in the
before-times and so we have begun a phased
return of the program. We monitor pedestrian
counts and bike traffic daily and as those numbers
increase with the return of more office workers we
will continue to ramp up the program accordingly.
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2,000+
People Attended
Hudson Square BID
Events

In 2020, under the New York City Department
of Transportation’s Open Streets initiative, we
began overseeing stretches of three streets in the
district that were closed to non-essential vehicles,
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists to use the
roadbeds. In 2021, building on the success of its
Open Restaurants outdoor dining program, the City
launched Open Culture, a new permit type available
from the Mayor’s Street Activity Permit Office
that allows cultural institutions to hold ticketed
performances on select Open Streets—including
Dominick Street and Little Sixth Avenue in Hudson
Square. The BID monitored the City’s permit portal
to track Open Culture permits that were issued and
disseminated information to affected businesses.

Bringing
Joy and Safety to
Our Streets

Programming

We also provided the participating artists with
parking guidelines, local contacts, and other
relevant information, and served as a liaison with
the City’s Street Activity Permit Office.
As part of this effort, we debuted The Reconnect
Series, our first in-person programming in
more than a year. The series included the
Draw Cart, an interactive art studio, an openair art gallery featuring original art, and music
performances on Little Sixth avenue and in the
adjacent Spring Street Park, three days a week in
June, July, September, and October. Audiences
grew to hundreds of participants per event by
July. The series was expanded to King Street
on Wednesdays after Labor Day, thanks to our
partners @HudsonSquareProperties.
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Supporting
Our Stakeholders
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Clarkson St
WEST HOUSTON ST

Constituent
Services

VANDAM ST

SPRING ST

VARICK ST

HUDSON ST

DOMINICK ST

289 Hudson Street
Ponte Equities
17K SF

BROOME ST

WATTS ST

219 Hudson Street
Express Builders JB
24K SF

Key
Commercial
Mixed
Neighborhood Footprint

Ca

GRAND ST

na
l

St

6th Av

100 Vandam Street
Jeff Greene
177K SF

CHARLTON ST

RENWICK ST

4 Hudson Square
The Walt Disney Company
1.2M SF

KING ST

WASHINGTON ST

550 Washington Street
Oxford Properties
1.3M SF

GREENWICH ST

561 Greenwich Street
Hines
265K SF

West St

After a citywide pause at the beginning of the
pandemic, construction restarted in June 2020
and quickly began to boom again in Hudson
Square. The rising demand for living and working
space in the neighborhood has led to over 3 million
square feet of active residential, commercial, and
mixed-use construction.
We closely track NYC Department of
Transportation and Department of Buildings
permits, so that we can keep property managers
and building owners abreast of work that may
affect their tenants and address their concerns.

Supporting
Our Stakeholders

Construction
Management
and Monitoring

Residential and
Commercial
Development

Amid another year of unexpected challenges and
opportunities, the BID continued to be a trusted
resource and advocate for local constituents, as
well as a liaison with City government, elected
officials, and Community Board 2. We tracked
evolving neighborhood conditions and quality
of life issues and reported 153 cases to the City
with a 93% closure rate. This lead to positive
outcomes such as targeted sanitation services and
the provision of outreach services to individuals
experiencing homelessness.
We regularly briefed constituents on new
developments with COVID-19-related City
programs—Open Streets, Open Restaurants,
Open Storefronts, and Open Culture. We also
provided $11,000 in “winterization grants” to seven
neighborhood restaurants so that they could
make their outdoor dining environments warm and
comfortable for guests during the cold months.
Due to the pandemic, we moved our annual
Property Managers breakfast to a virtual format
for the first time. Guests logged on to the February
event and discussed topics including the addition
of clean ambassador services to quality of life
issues in Hudson Square.
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Throughout this difficult year, we continued to
ramp up marketing initiatives to support groundfloor businesses and promote Hudson Square as
a safe and enjoyable place to work. We partnered
with NYC & Co. and the NYC Department of Small
Business Services to feature Hudson Square
retailers in various citywide campaigns. We
also created campaigns on our own platforms
spotlighting neighborhood amenities and retailers.
With fewer office workers around during the
pandemic, we reached beyond Hudson Square
with a four-week targeted ad campaign on
LinkNYC, amNewYork, and Patch.com, encouraging
residents from surrounding neighborhoods to visit
and patronize our retailers.
We continued our robust social media presence,
highlighted by increases in Instagram engagement
and impressions by 14% and 17.7%, respectively.
Our efforts to further beautify Hudson Square and
support local businesses garnered the attention
of the New York City media, as the subject of more
than 30 TV, print, and online stories in FY21.

Supporting
Our Stakeholders

Marketing

Seeking new ways to promote the neighborhood,
in October we successfully applied for the 2020
Google Online Marketing Challenge. A team of four
MBA students under our guidance created three
AdWords campaigns to raise awareness of Hudson
Square and drive customers to neighborhood
retailers in conjunction with distributing 7,500
holiday discount booklets to residents of Hudson
Square and those in surrounding neighborhoods,
featuring details from local shops and restaurants.
The campaign garnered nearly 1,000 digital
downloads, 3,000 visits to the website, 50,000
digital impressions, and a click-through rate of
6.2%—more than three times AdWords’ average.
Although a BID has little impact on employees’
RTO plans, the neighborhood where we work, does
factor into the decision. Our job at the BID is to
make Hudson Square a safe, healthy, and joyful
place to be. To that end, in May we launched our
biggest campaign of the year, Bridging Now to
Normal, to get ready to welcome workers back.
The campaign featured a website, social media
content, and a monthly newsletter highlighting
new and existing businesses that are open, public
art, and improvements to our open spaces and
cycling network.

Connecting and
Informing Our
Community

The pandemic has—at least temporarily—altered
how our stakeholders interact with one another,
making the BID’s role as a community connector
more vital than ever. Since May 2020, we have
visited neighborhood ground-floor retailers every
week to track evolving needs, provide updates on
COVID-19 regulations and resources, and connect
businesses with one another when opportunities
align. In FY21 we distributed more than 5,000
masks. Since the pandemic began, we have created
and distributed 200 floor decals to promote social
distancing and window clings with COVID-19 safety
messaging to more than 40 retailers.
We have created and sent more than 200 editions
of our weekly newsletter, offering timely updates as
well as customized content for specific stakeholder
groups. Our open rate is more than 25%, exceeding
MailChimp’s average across all industries.
In November, at our first ever virtual annual
meeting, we brought together 70 community
members to discuss the prior year and the future of
Hudson Square. Attendees received drink recipes
from local food and beverage establishments to
try at home during the meeting. We also convened
virtual forums for neighborhood retailers, human
resource directors, and property managers, giving
more than 100 local stakeholders a chance to
connect and share experiences.

@hudsonsquarenyc
Today @ilovepanzerotti at 220 Varick Street
reopens! From the classic tomato basil to
jalapeno honey to Nutella dessert panzerotti,
our mouths are watering just looking at the
menu. Food coma, here we come.
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Planning
for the Future
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Planning
for the Future

Hudson Square:
New Connections

Over the last decade, the Hudson Square
BID has developed and implemented a
$27 million streetscape improvement plan that
has transformed our neighborhood into a
place for people. These strategic investments
followed thoughtful planning, rooted in a longterm vision and a deep understanding of our
stakeholders’ needs.
In February 2020, we were ready to take the
next step with a new phase of planning for the
next 10 years. But the world changed overnight.
The onset of COVID-19 required us to rethink the
public realm’s role as a lifeline for Hudson Square.
Our response was a comprehensive neighborhood
recovery plan that has supported the reopening of
ground-floor businesses and created a welcoming
environment for the return of office workers.
With recovery underway, we reconvened our
world-class urban design team—led by architectural
firm WXY—to restart our planning process for the
next 10 years, building on lessons learned about
open space, mobility, and community during the
pandemic. Guided by more than a dozen meetings
with constituent groups, we identified a range
of challenges to address, exciting opportunities
to pursue, and millions of dollars of additional
investments in the neighborhood. Specifically,
our plan—Hudson Square: New Connections—is
organized around three visionary projects:

 The Greenwich Street Gateway—a cohesive
Greenwich Street corridor, featuring shared
curbside spaces and public art, that will serve as
a gateway to Hudson Square from the south
 The Houston Street Mobility Corridor—a raised
bikeway, punctuated by plants, seating, lighting,
and art, that will mark Houston Street as a major
connector between East River Park and Hudson
River Park
 The Walk to the Water—in the long term, an
experiential pedestrian bridge, providing muchneeded access to Hudson River Park from the
neighborhood’s core; in the short term improved
way-finding and pedestrian connections to
existing pathways to the Park
This period of crisis has given us an opportunity
to listen, to learn, and to think creatively about the
future of Hudson Square. The result is a plan that
achieves critical goals: reinforcing Hudson Square
as a vital part of the Lower Manhattan ecosystem;
fulfilling the potential of our streets and sidewalks
by activating curbside space; reorienting our
public realm toward sustainable transportation;
and cultivating a neighborhood that reflects,
celebrates, and supports the creativity happening
inside our buildings.

Learn more about the plan at
hudsonsquarebid.org/newconnections

Greenwich Street Gateway,
Rendering by WXY
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About the BID
Since July 2009, the Hudson Square Business
Improvement District has overseen the
transformation of Manhattan’s former Printing
District into a thriving creative hub. In normal
times Hudson Square is buzzing with more than
60,000 office workers in some 1,000 businesses,
complemented by thousands of students, visitors,
and a growing residential population. In Hudson
Square, imagination and technology come together
to redefine what it means to be creative.

The area we manage is generally bounded by
Clarkson Street on the north, Canal Street on the
south, Sixth Avenue on the east, and West Street
on the west. Incorporated as a 501(c)3, not-forprofit organization, our formal name is the Hudson
Square District Management Association, but
we do business as the Hudson Square Business
Improvement District.
The geographic area we manage is a Business
Improvement District (BID), one of 76 such areas
around the city. Our signature programs include
our Pedestrian Safety Managers, the awardwinning Hudson Square Standard—considered
the platinum standard in urban forestry—and our
nationally recognized streetscape program Hudson
Square is Now, a $27MM public-private partnership
with the City of New York. Our goal is to foster the
physical, social, and cultural connections that give
rise to a community where the spirit of innovation
can flourish inside and out.
The BID was unanimously approved as the
64th BID in New York City by the City Council on
January 28, 2009. The BID is funded primarily
through the payment of an annual assessment
on commercial property with an annual budget
of $3.2MM. The NYC Department of Finance
disburses these funds to the BID through a
contract with the Department of Small Business
Services. In part, we measure the returns on this
investment by the success of our businesses and
the comfort and pride our workers, residents, and
guests take in this exciting community.

Staff
and Board
Elected Officials**

Board of Directors

The Honorable Bill de Blasio
Mayor of New York City

Liz Neumark
Chair
Great Performances

The Honorable Gale A. Brewer
Manhattan Borough President
The Honorable Scott M.
Stringer
Comptroller of New York City
The Honorable Corey
Johnson
Speaker of the New York City
Council and Council Member
District 3

Jeffrey Sussman
Vice Chair and Treasurer
Edward J. Minskoff Equities
Steve Marvin
Secretary
Olmstead Properties

Angela Pinsky
Google
Chris Roth
Hines
Sujohn Sarkar
Trinity Church Wall Street
Jill Salayi
Workman Publishing
Cass Smith
CCS Architecture + Interiors

Anthony Borelli
Edison Properties

Donna Vogel
GFP Real Estate

Staff

Andrew Foote
Edelman

Dr. Nancy Volkman
Resident

Ellen Baer
President and CEO

Amanda Gluck
Stellar Management

Ofer Zer
Oxford Properties Group

Suzy Changar
Vice President
Communications and
Marketing

Brett Greenberg
Jack Resnick & Sons

TBD
New York Public Radio

Emily Goldstein
Planning Associate

Dary Kopelioff
Resident Owner

Hilary Ho
Operations Associate

Christopher Lee
Port Authority of
New York & New Jersey

Corey Kunz
Vice President
Operations and Administration
Jacob McNally
Director of Planning
and Capital Projects
Matt Melendez
Marketing Coordinator

Patricia Klecanda
New York Genome Center

John Maltz
Greiner-Maltz
Daniel Miller
Community Board 2
Phil Mouquinho
PJ Charlton Restaurant

** E
 lected officials
are part of our Board.
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Amelia’s Diner

NYPD 1st Precinct
Community Affairs

Chop’t
Community Board 2

Port Authority of NY & NJ
Sherwin Williams Co.

Courtyard by Marriott

Sgt. Daniel Houlahan NYPD
6th Precinct

Cryofuel

[Solidcore]

Edison Properties

Stellar Management

Getting Hungry

Taco Bell Cantina

GFP Real Estate

Torch & Crown

Goddard Homeless Outreach

Trinity Church Wall Street

Google
Greiner-Maltz
Hudson Square Properties
I Love Panzerotti

Clarkson St

4 BLOCKS TO
CHRISTOPHER ST

WEST HOUSTON ST

KING ST
GREENWICH ST

Children’s Museum of the Arts

Peter Quinn, NYC Department
of Sanitation

WASHINGTON ST

Arrojo

West St

Arbor Bistro

Transportation
Map

VARICK ST

New York Fire Museum

HUDSON RIVER PARK

CHARLTON ST

VANDAM ST

Jack Resnick & Sons
Julie and Edward Minskoff

SPRING ST

Just Salad
Maman King

BROOME ST

WATTS ST

t

6th Av

Ca
na
lS

HUDSON ST

DOMINICK ST

Neighborhood Coordination
Officers Anthony Sclafani +
Richard Narcisco

RENWICK ST

Special
Thanks

Adoro Lei

GRAND ST

Key
Neighborhood Footprint
Bicycle Lane
Bus Stop
PATH Train
Subway Stop
Citi Bike Station
Access-A-Ride
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Financials
Fiscal Year 2022
Operating Budget

Fiscal Year 2022
Capital Budget

Administration

Phase Two

Marketing &
Economic
Development

15%
22%

Statement of
Activities

26%
Hudson Street

Traffic &
Streetscape

31%

61%

Public Realm
Operations

32%

Freeman Plaza East/
Pedestrian Plaza

13%

Statement of
Financial Position

2021
(Unaudited)

2020
(Audited)

Support and Revenues

2021
(Unaudited)

2020
(Audited)

8,465,862

9,547,468

Assets

Assessment Revenue

$

2,900,000

3,200,000

Program Service Revenue

$

32,124

31,938

Government Grants

$

Interest and Other Income

$

2,015

246,552

Total

$

2,934,139

3,478,490

Expenses

Cash & Cash Equivalents

$

Accounts Receivable

$

Property and Equipment, Net

$

309,787

327,929

Prepaid and Other Assets

$

209,869

227,235

Total

$

8,985,518

10,108,053

5,421

Liabilities/Net Assets

Traffic and Streetscape

$

846,817

1,061,722

Liabilities

$

13,126,120

12,946,226

Marketing & Econ Development

$

527,798

723,311

Net Assets/(Deficit)

$

(4,140,602)

(2,838,173)

Public Realm Operations

$

649,262

728,613

Total

$

8,985,518

10,108,053

Public Realm Improvements

$

1,745,418

2,253,282

Administration

$

467,311

465,649

Total Expenses

$

4,236,606

5,232,577

Increase/(Decrease) in
Net Assets/(Deficit)

$

(1,302,467)

(1,754,087)
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Financials
Fiscal Year 2022
Budget

Total Administration

July 1, 2021–June 30, 2022
Approved by the Board of
Directors on June 23, 2021

Marketing &
Economic
Development

Traffic &
Streetscape

PROGRAMS
Public Realm
Operations

PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
Phase
Hudson
Freeman
Two
Street
Plaza East/
Pedestrian
Plaza

Revenues

Total Administration

July 1, 2021–June 30, 2022
Approved by the Board of
Directors on June 23, 2021

Marketing &
Economic
Development

Traffic &
Streetscape

PROGRAMS
Public Realm
Operations

721,000

994,000

1,028,000

PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
Phase
Hudson
Freeman
Two
Street
Plaza East/
Pedestrian
Plaza

Budget Summary

BID Assessment1

$ 3,200,000

Interest

$

5,000

Program Service Revenue

$

55,000

Total

$ 3,260,000

498,750

701,417

991,417

1,008,417

1,250

1,250

1,250

1,250

18,333

18,333

18,333

721,000

1,011,000

1,028,000

500,000

0

0

0

Expenses

Program/Operating
Expenses

$ 3,218,000

Capital Project Expenses

$ 3,462,000

Operating Reserve
Contributions

$

40,000

23,000

Fixed Assets

$

2,000

2,000

Total

$ 6,722,000

500,000

721,000

1,011,000

1,028,000

500,000

721,000

1,011,000

1,028,000

475,000

907,000

2,120,000

435,000

907,000

2,120,000

435,000

17,000

Funding Summary

Program/Operating
Expenses
Contract Services

$ 1,430,000

141,000

373,000

154,000

762,000

Revenues

$ 3,260,000

Management & General

$ 1,031,000

116,000

300,000

371,000

244,000

Bond Proceeds2

$ 2,120,000

218,000

48,000

469,000

22,000

Capital Reserve Draws3

$ 1,342,000

Total

$ 6,722,000

Purchases & Other Expenses $

757,000

Capital Project Expenses
Contract Services

$

269,000

261,000

Streetscape Plan
Private Contribution2

$ 3,193,000

646,000

2,120,000

427,000

Total

$ 6,680,000

907,000

2,120,000

435,000

475,000

721,000

994,000

1,028,000

2,120,000
907,000
500,000

721,000

1,011,000

1,028,000

907,000

435,000
2,120,000

435,000

8,000
1. Assessment revenue is allocated proportionally across programs based on size of program budget.
2. Debt balance of $9.24M as of June 30, 2021.
3. Capital Reserve balance of $2.3M as of June 30, 2021; projected Capital Reserve balance of $958K as of June 30, 2022.
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Follow Us
HudsonSquareBID.org
@HudsonSquareNYC
@HudsonSquareNYC
@HudsonSquareNYC

